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New report asks: are speed camera effects
on collisions real or illusory?

8 News

Speed cameras in the Thames Valley have had no impact on cutting injury collisions, according to a report that
uses a new method to isolate the impact of cameras from other effects. But the area’s former road safety manager
says the research is flawed. Andrew Forster reports

OVER THE last 20 years speed cameras have become a
familiar part of the roadside furniture in the UK. But what
effect have they had on injury collisions? Assessments
have been complicated by the need to isolate the effects
of the cameras from wider trends in collisions and the statistical phenomenon of ‘regression to the mean’ (RTM).
RTM relates to the fact that sites with high numbers of
collisions in one time period would be expected to have
fewer collisions in a subsequent time period irrespective
of whether a camera had been installed because accidents
are distributed with a degree of randomness.
A recent attempt to isolate the effects of cameras was
made in the report by Professor Richard Allsop of University College London for the RAC Foundation (LTT 26
Nov 10). He suggested that, of the “typical” 70% reduction in the number of killed and serious injuries each year
at camera sites in 2007-2009 compared with a base year,
25% was likely to be due to RTM, 22.5% to the national
downward trend in killed and serious injuries, and the
remaining 22.5% to the cameras.
But a new report published this month challenges these
conclusions. Slough-based electronics engineer Dave
Finney has studied collision data from hundreds of camera
sites in the now defunct Thames Valley Safer Roads Partnership area and says he can find no evidence that the
cameras themselves reduced collisions.
Finney’s report is novel in the way he tries to isolate the
RTM effect – which he refers to as ‘selection bias’ – from
that of cameras. “Official reports on speed cameras have
[either] ignored the effect, used complicated formulae to
predict collision rates, used sites not eligible for cameras
as comparison sites, or used theoretical models,” he says.
He believes none of these methods have “demonstrated
successful compensation for selection bias”.
His analysis involves splitting the time periods for
camera sites in three:
• Site selection period – the time during which collisions
influenced the decision to install a camera (fixed or
mobile)
• The period ‘After [site] selection but before installation of
the camera’ (ASBiC)
• The period of speed camera operation
Selection bias can only affect the number of collisions
during the site selection period. Finney therefore ignores
the injury collision history in this period and instead compares collision numbers in the ASBiC period – which he
believes typically lasts about a year – with collisions in the

first two years after speed
cameras began operating.
“If cameras have not resulted
in a change in collision rates
within two years, it seems
unlikely they will affect collision
rates in further years,” he says.
Finney examined collision
data from all fixed and mobile
camera sites that, he says, had
been operating for two years or
more in the Thames Valley at the
start of 2009. In all this comprised 317 sites and 464 cameras
(some sites had more than one
camera). Of the sites, 212
deployed fixed cameras and 105
mobile cameras. Almost all the
fixed cameras were installed by
local authorities between 1993
and 1998 and almost all the Figure 1: Finney’s report suggests injury collisions fell at sites the year
mobile camera sites were before cameras were installed
installed from 2002 onwards.
His report includes a graph (Figure 1 above) indicating problem, local residents concerned about speed, high casuthat the number of injury collisions at camera sites fell in alties, proximity to vulnerable road users including
the year before cameras were installed. “Since safety children and the elderly”.
cameras cannot prevent collisions before they are introThe partnership report nevertheless compared injury colduced, any reduction a year before cameras [were lision data for three years before cameras were installed
installed] cannot be due to the cameras but is at a time that with the most recent three-year period (2006-2008). At the
reductions due to selection bias are expected,” he says. 212 fixed camera sites the number of injury collisions
His headline findings are that the number of collisions at dropped by 39%. The fall was greater than the overall
fixed camera sites was 624 in the year before installation decline in collisions recorded on roads across the Thames
and averaged 627 a year in the two years after installation. Valley (see Figure 2). Furthermore, the report said that in
For mobile sites there were 217 collisions in the year the five-year period before cameras were installed (1990before camera enforcement began and an annual average 1994) the collision trend for camera sites and the Thames
of 217.5 in the two years after.
Valley as a whole were similar. “It has previously been
The proportion of all collisions in the Thames Valley alleged that the reason collisions reduce at camera sites is
occurring at speed camera sites did fall slightly after because they demonstrated unusually high collision rates in
camera installation, which he thinks could be an effect of the period immediately before installation [i.e. selection
the cameras but could be explained by other factors.
bias]. This chart clearly demonstrates that trends were the
Richard Owen, the former operations manager of the same for at least a five-year period [before installation].”
Thames Valley Safer Roads Partnership, this week critiFinney this week said he was pleased that Owen was
cised Finney and his work, saying that Finney didn’t like not disputing his data as this meant the only dispute was
cameras and had used the data “to get the results he about its interpretation. Asked to respond to Owen’s point
wants”. “I can’t deny the data,” Owen told LTT. “I don’t that the fixed camera sites had not been selected on the
doubt that the information [in Finney’s report] is factually basis of accident criteria, Finney said: “I can pretty much
correct. But he has invented his own selection criteria.” guarantee you that every camera installer considered the
Owen said Thames collision history prior to putting a camera there, which
Valley’s fixed cameras means selection bias occurred. Richard [Owen] has to
were not affected by casu- explain why there was a reduction in the year before
alty history selection bias [camera installation] but no reduction when the cameras
because they had been themselves were installed.”
installed in the 1990s
Finney rejected the suggestion that his research was
before the DfT set collision motivated by a dislike of cameras. “I’m not campaigning
history as a criteria for site against cameras, I’m campaigning for honesty and comselection.
petency in road safety. I’m against misleading information
Thames Valley Safer and poor analysis of data.” He says he is concerned that
Roads Partnership was dis- too often the road safety profession fails to properly
solved last year but Owen, account for selection bias when evaluating the effects of
who is now a director of interventions. He would like to see a randomised control
not-for-profit company trial of cameras, whereby, say, 20 locations were identiRoad Safety Analysis Ltd, fied and ten had cameras installed and the other ten didn’t.
supplied LTT with the partHe also wants people to critique his work. “Please check
nership’s final assessment everything in this report for yourself. All the data presented
report of the Thames here is provided by the DfT or the safety camera partnerValley cameras, published ships themselves.”
in 2009. This states that the
Figure 2: Thames Valley Safer Roads Partnership said this graph comparing
fixed cameras had been Thames Valley speed cameras – an independent report is
injury collisions at camera sites with the wider area shows that the impact of
implemented because of available at http://speedcamerareport.co.uk/
cameras is real (Source: Camera site report TVSRP, October 2009)
“evidence of a speed

